Memory Lab

8mm Film Scanner Instructions
Step 1:
The Wolverine 8mm/Super 8 film scanner converts home
movies into digital files. All reels of film require inspection
before scanning.
Damaged including tears to sprocket holes, heavily
soiled, badly spliced, bent, and deteriorating reels cannot be scanned.
Step 2:
Determine the film type by looking at the sprocket holes.
If the sprockets are rectangular, the reel is 8mm and if they
are square, it is Super 8. Adjust the film type switch on the
front of the scanner to the proper film.
Step 3:
Place the reel to be scanned on the left mounting shaft. If
the reel feels loose, please ask at the front circulation desk
for an adapter. Be sure the sprocket hole side of the film
is closest to the scanner.
Open the film stage door by sliding the indicated tab to
the left.

Step 4:
Thread the film as indicated by the solid white line printed
on the front of the scanner. Be sure to keep the film under
the open film stage door while loading the film.
After catching the film on the uptake reel, slowly spin the
uptake reel to the left while holding the film in place to
ensure enough film is on the reel to prevent it from sliding
off.

Step 5:
With the film stage door still open, insert the film under
the three white tabs directly behind the open latch. The
film must be under these tabs before operating the
scanner.
The film stage door can now be closed by gently pushing
it downward.
Step 6:
Turn on the scanner by pressing the power button on the
left side of the button panel. Then press the enter button
to begin the scanning process.

Step 7:
To rewind the film back onto its original reel, first turn off
the scanner. Open the film stage door as shown in Step
2. Remove film by pulling out from under the tabs shown
in Step 5. Then remove both reels and swap them onto
the opposite mounting shafts. Close the film stage door
without the film under the door and thread the film as indicated by the dotted line printed on the scanner. Turn on
the scanner using the power button and select the rewind
function.
After finishing scanning, please ask at the circulation desk
for help with file transfer.

